DEBUSSY MUSIC
RESOURCE PACK

Music Resource Pack

BONJOUR!
Welcome to your free music resource pack focused on the life and works of Claude Debussy! We hope you
enjoy celebrating 100 years of Debussy’s music with us by engaging with the included material, in particular
‘Children’s Corner’.
A variety of information is available with the aim to inspire creative and educational teaching around the theme of Debussy
and the wider reaches of his music.
As well as music, there are many interesting links to other subjects, projects and ideas. Subjects mentioned include Art &
Design, Creative Writing, History, Science and Geography. Ideas are suggested as a starting point and can be elaborated
on or transformed to suit your class as appropriate - be guided by your creativity!

Debussy: The Man Behind the Music
Claude Debussy (Klod De-Boo-see) was born in France in 1862. He was the oldest of five
children, his father owned a shop and his mother was a seamstress.
When he was ten years old he started studying at the Paris Conservatoire, a very famous
music school. He studied piano and composition and he liked to experiment with music,
not always sticking to what many people thought were the rules.
Many things inspired Debussy throughout his life and found their way into his music.
These include nature, Japanese art, childhood, the sounds of Jazz and Gamelan music.
We’ll explore some of them in this pack.

Children’s Corner
Debussy was married twice and had one child, called Claude Emma, and she was the
inspiration for his set of six pieces for solo piano, Children’s Corner. Debussy adored his
daughter. He called her Chou-Chou, which means darling or sweetheart.
When she was three, Debussy composed Children’s Corner for Chou-Chou, which
was all about childhood. Each of the six movements is inspired by Debussy’s own
childhood, or his observations of his daughters.

Debussy’s daughter, Claude Emma
or ‘Chou-Chou’

PIECE NO. 1 - Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum
Opening the Children’s Corner set of six piano pieces is Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum. This translates literally as ‘the doctor
steps to Parnassus’, which was a term that described the tops of a mountain range in central Greece. As this piece is also similar
to a ‘study’, used to develop technique as a pianist, Debussy could be comparing the difficulties of practising piano to climbing
a mountain!
Ideas for creative lessons based on ‘Doctor Gradus Ad Parnassum’:
• Debussy captures our attention with the first piece in the set
– Listen to examples of music that capture the listener’s imagination. Ask pupils how they think the composer achieved
this. The music can be of any genre – the more varied the better.
• Other Debussy pieces were published with beautiful artwork to give whoever was purchasing the music an idea as to what
was inside.
– Look at examples of artwork for Debussy pieces. What does it tell us about the music before we’ve heard it? Explore
how designers do the same for book covers, album cases and video games. Can the class design a cover for Debussy’s
Children’s Corner, inspired by what they think of when they hear it?
– Here are some links to other artwork for Debussy’s music. Other examples of book covers or album covers could be
incorporated when undertaking this task: https://imslp.org/wiki/Special:ImagefromIndex/206422/torat
– https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/af/Debussy_-_La_Mer_-_The_great_wave_of_Kanaga_
from_Hokusai.jpg

Music: Example Lesson Plan 1
Gradus ad Parnassum - Rhythmic Notation and Pulse
Curriculum Link:
- Use and understand staff and other musical notations
- Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory

AIMS

- Pupils will be introduced to the concepts of pulse and steady rhythm.
- Pupils will learn to read and physically interpret the notation of semiquavers, quavers, crotchets and minims.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will engage in a physical activity lesson based around Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum focusing on the rhythms, their
notation and how they relate to one another.

INTRODUCTION

- Play a recording of Doctor Gradus ad Parnassus to the class. Ask them to describe what they hear. Draw attention to the flow
of the piece and the continuous streams of notes.
- Tell pupils that this piece is quite hard for a pianist to perform – they must know their rhythms very well! They will now learn
these for themselves.

ACTIVITY

- Ask the pupils to spread themselves out around a large open space.
- Establish the beat heard in the piece by clapping and ask the class to join in. Once this beat is steady and in unison ask the
class to convert their clapping into walking steps around the space.
- Tell the class to stop where they are but walk on the spot.
- Instruct the class to keep imagining the walking pulse in their head but now take a stride instead of walking. Take the space
of two walks for one stride – a stride takes twice as long as a walk. Practise this around the room.
- Return to just the beat, walking on the spot. Instruct the pupils now to jog on the spot taking two jogs for every walk – in
other words, jogging is twice as fast as walking, which is twice as fast as striding. Again, practise this around the room.

- Return once more to walking on the spot. Finally, instruct the pupils to run on the spot taking four runs for every walk – in
other words, running is twice as fast as jogging, which is twice as fast as walking, which is twice as fast as striding.
- Practise alternating between these movements around the room by calling out them out at random, encouraging pupils to
stay in time as much as possible.
- Introduce the following symbols to represent the movements as shown:

‘Stride’

‘Walking’

‘Jogging’

‘Running’

Minim

Crotchet

Quaver

Semiquaver

- Practise movements around the space once more but this time try calling out the name of the rhythm or holding up large
flashcards so pupils relate a movement to a notated rhythm.

CONCLUSION

- Practise these rhythms physically around the room, switching from one to another until pupils begin to feel comfortable
with the names of the rhythms and/or what they look like on paper. The final stages of this could be done with Gradus ad
Parnassum playing in the background to provide some musical context.
- Bring up a large copy of Gradus ad Parnassum on the whiteboard – can pupils spot any rhythms they can now recognise?
How about the first line in the right hand? Rhythms around the key changes in the middle of the piece?
- Finally, quiz them with ‘Which note is longer?’ by holding up flashcards or with an exercise using whiteboards.

RESOURCES

- A large space
- Recording of Gradus ad Parnassum from Children’s Corner + speakers
- A4 minimum size card to show rhythmic notation as cues
- To satisfy the second conclusion point, an electronic score of Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum found here or excerpts below:
http://hz.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/0/0d/IMSLP252526-PMLP02387-Debussy,_Claude-Childrens_Corner_
Durand_7188_filter.pdf
Examples of ‘running’ notes (semiquavers), ‘jogging’ notes (quavers), ‘walking’ notes (crotchets), ‘stride’ notes (minims) in
Gradus ad Parnassum

PIECE NO. 2 - Jimbo’s Lullaby
Jimbo’s Lullaby was inspired by an elephant who used to live in the park by Debussy’s house in Paris! His daughter
also had a stuffed toy elephant that she loved to play with. The piece was supposed to be called Jumbo, but Debussy
spelt it wrong!
Ideas for creative lessons based on Jimbo’s Lullaby:
• A lullaby is a soothing piece of music or song that’s usually played to children.
• Can the class think of examples of lullabies they were sung as young children? What sort of lullaby would you

sing to an elephant?
• The form of a lullaby could be explored as an idea for composition. Original music could be created or pupils

could write their own lyrics suitable for a lullaby.
Creative Writing – imagine you are Debussy watching the elephant out of the window from your house in Paris.
You’re writing to a friend and they ask you what Jimbo is like – you have to respond! What does he look like? How
does he move? What does he eat and does he play?

Music: Example Lesson Plan 2
Jimbo’s Lullaby - Listening and Describing
Curriculum Link:
- Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory.

AIMS

- Pupils will discover and explore how composers can illustrate animals through music as Debussy does in Jimbo’s Lullaby.
This includes movement, behaviour, characteristics and nature of the animal. Composers are also able to create a narrative,
which pupils will have the chance to interpret.
- Pupils will compare and draw similarities between different music from two composers, using it to help them in their task.
- Pupils will engage in developing musical preferences and exploring why they prefer one piece of music over another.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will produce a piece of creative writing in the form of a letter to a friend.

INTRODUCTION

- As an initial listening exercise, play one/a few of the following tracks to the class. Ask them what environment the clips were
recorded in and to name some animals they hear or know live in these environments.
-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DC_-DrExRnk (JUNGLE/RAINFOREST)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2R2gb0MKJlo (MOUNTAINS)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QPbriKs_sI (ISLANDS/SEA)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvRkWO5g2HE (DESERT)

ACTIVITY

- Play the class a recording of ‘Jimbo’s Lullaby’ from Children’s Corner without telling them the name of the piece and what it
describes – can they guess which animal this piece is about? How would they move to this music? How does it make them
feel? What character does the music have?
- Now play a recording of ‘The Elephant’ from Carnival of the Animals by Saint-Saens and tell the class, if they haven’t guessed
already, that both pieces are about elephants. What do both composers do the same? What do they do differently? Which
do they like better and why?
- Ask the class to imagine they are living in Paris in the early 20th Century. There is no internet, no mobile phones, no
computers or recordings. Your only contact is with an elephant named Jimbo who lives in the park near your house. You see
him every day from your window and enjoy watching him play, eat, sleep and even cause trouble!

- You tell your friend about Jimbo in a letter and he/she wants to know more about him! Ask pupils to write a response to
their friend and tell them about Jimbo. Encourage them to build as vivid a picture as possible through their writing and think
about their senses – what does he look/sound/smell like? How does he behave?
- Play the music intermittently whilst the pupils engage in the task to stimulate a creative response.

CONCLUSION

- Invite student volunteers to read their letters in front of the class.

RESOURCES

- Recording of Jimbo’s Lullaby from Children’s Corner by Debussy and ‘The Elephant’ from Carnaval des animaux
by Camille Saint-Saëns. Click on the following for YouTube links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWC3ZRNZIaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1nVDoCnsNk
- Speakers
- Notebooks/paper and writing utensils for pupils

PIECE NO. 3 - Serenade of the Doll
Debussy’s daughter, Claude-Emma, had an oriental porcelain doll which was the inspiration for this piece.

Ideas for creative lessons based on Serenade of the Doll:
• The influence of the Far East on Debussy can be heard in this piece:
– Engage pupils in creating original compositions using the black note pentatonic scale on keyboards.
• The elegance and character of a doll seen by a child is well depicted:
– Engage in what children have had as toys in past times, toy trends and how ‘play’ would feature in childhood
e.g. during WWII, different social classes.
• To serenade means to sing to someone; in this piece the title implies the child communicating to the doll or the other way
around:
– Pupils could write a poem or diary entry as the child to the doll or the other way around or even just describing the doll.
• Debussy is a good example of musicians using styles from the Far East. Why not have a go at some poetry from the Far East?
– Haiku is a form of traditional Japanese poertry. Explore how to form a Haiku – a short, three- lined poem made up of 17
syllables (5,7,5). Haiku poetry is great fun and individual poems can be created relatively quickly. Follow this link for
some more ideas and worksheets covering Haiku poetry: http://www.kidzone.ws/poetry/haiku.htm

Music: Example Lesson Plan 3
Serenade of the Doll - Composing and Improvising
Curriculum Link:
- Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing
accuracy, fluency, control and expression.
- Improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music.

AIMS

- Pupils will compose short ostinato rhythms and improvise melodies using the black note pentatonic scale, which is used
extensively in Serenade of the Doll from Children’s Corner.
- Pupils will work together as an ensemble and perform in duos on keyboard instruments.
- Pupils will experience the sound world of pentatonic scales and discover some of the ways they are used in Debussy’s music.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will create a melody and accompaniment duo, with one pupil performing a repeated bass ostinato pattern and the
other improvising a melody in the treble. Pupils will then swap over to experience both roles.

INTRODUCTION

- Explain that an ostinato is a short, constantly repeated rhythmic pattern, e.g. say the words I like chips, I like chips, I like chips.
Now clap that rhythm. That’s an ostinato.
- Play pupils the following clip of black note glissandos on the piano OR demonstrate yourself on the piano (with the back
of your middle and index fingers) going up and down the length of the keyboard. Explain this is a type of scale – a toolkit of
notes which create a unique sound.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXejBaWpMLQ (Black Note Glissandos)
- Explain to pupils that this scale and special sound are created using only the black notes on the keyboard OR ask a pupil to
come and watch you demonstrate this black note glissando and ask what they notice about the notes being played (all black
notes).

ACTIVITY

- Play Serenade of the Doll to the class and explain that Debussy uses these sounds extensively throughout the piece.
- Tell pupils they are going to pair up at keyboards and create a small piece of music exploring the pentatonic scale and the
sound it creates as Debussy did in Serenade of the Doll.
- Concentrate first on creating an ostinato rhythm with pupils that they are able to repeat several times over. A single 4/4 bar
is all that is needed but can be extended to two depending on pupil ability. You may decide to give every pair a ready-made
ostinato, which they can all use, or encourage each pair to compose one themselves. Once they can call their ostinato
rhythm, can they play it using just one of the black notes on the piano?
- Ask each pair to practise their ostinato in unison until both individuals can play as required.
- Invite one pupil to explore improvising over the top of the other pupils playing the ostinato. The ostinato can played 4 or 8
times so a definite ending can be achieved. The child improvising should use just the black notes of the keyboard, in any
order or rhythm.
- Once completed, ask the duos to swap places so both pupils can experiment improvising.

CONCLUSION

- Pupils perform their short pieces to the rest of the class. Engage with what they enjoyed about composing a short motif vs.
improvising a melody and the opportunities of both.

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTS

- Pieces could continue to be developed in further lessons incorporating structures (fast/slow/fast, quiet/loud/quiet) and
more notational-based activities.

RESOURCES

- Keyboard: Student ratio of 1:2
- Speakers connected to a computer with internet access OR keyboard/piano for live demonstration.

PIECE NO. 4 - Snow is Dancing
The fourth movement of Children’s Corner is inspired by a child’s fascination with snowflakes. It depicts them falling
in a flurry and captures their minute scale beauty.
Ideas for creative lessons based on Snow is Dancing:
• Debussy’s music describes snowflakes falling:

– How is snow formed? Look at the Water Cycle to study how rain, snow and hail are formed and what happens
to them when they fall. Follow this link to find out more: https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z8qtfg8
• Snow makes children excited as it is a rarity:

– Pupils create snowflakes using paper-folding techniques. Glitter, coloured papers and different designs
can be used.

Music: Example Lesson Plan 4
The Snow is Dancing - Contextual Knowledge, Linking Music and Art
Curriculum Link:
- Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory.
- Develop an understanding of the history of music.
- Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from
great composers and musicians.

AIMS

- Pupils will listen to examples of Debussy’s works where he describe scenes through music.
- Pupils will also look at art alongside their listening and be able to link visual and auditory art together.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will learn how to link music to art and vice versa whilst exploring composer inspirations and placing Debussy in the
context of wider art movements.

INTRODUCTION

- Show pupils the following images by Claude Monet:
Water Lilies https://uploads2.wikiart.org/images/claude-monet/water-lilies-1919-2.jpg
Allée in Giverny https://i.pinimg.com/originals/16/98/91/1698916a12166c14bd98a75c79e170c0.jpg
Sunrise https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/59/Monet_-_Impression%2C_Sunrise.
jpg/1200px-Monet_-_Impression%2C_Sunrise.jpg
- What impression do the children get from these paintings? What’s going on? What is the painter looking at?
- Show pupils the following images by Katsushika Hokusai and ask the same questions as above:
The Great Wave at Kanagawa https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tsunami_by_hokusai_19th_century.jpg
Fine wind clear morning https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/Red_Fuji_southern_wind_
clear_morning.jpg
Ono Waterfall alongside Kisokaido https://uploads6.wikiart.org/images/katsushika-hokusai/ono-waterfall-atkisokaido.jpg

ACTIVITY

- Play pupils The Snow is Dancing from Children’s Corner.
- Tell the pupils that Debussy is describing a landscape like Monet and Hokusai did in their paintings – what landscape do you
think this is?
- Play pupils Des pas sur la neige from Preludes Book I by Debussy.
- Tell pupils that Debussy is describing a similar landscape – how is it different?

CONCLUSION

- Inform the pupils of the names of the pieces: The Snow is Dancing and Footsteps in the Snow – does this change their
thoughts on the piece? Do they think they are effective? Can they comment further on how Debussy portrays the scenes
through his music?

ASSIGNMENT

- Pupils can choose either Debussy, Monet or Hokusai to research a profile. This is to be presented on A4 and can be done in
any way they choose but should include a reference to at least one of their pieces/works of art.

PIECE NO. 5 - The Little Shepherd
This piece includes mutterings of a solitary shepherd mixed in with little dance tunes.
Ideas for creative lessons based on The Little Shepherd:
• Debussy imitates the Shepherd’s reed pipes in this piece:

– How do wind instruments work? Explore different wind (and brass) instruments and how to make a sound
from them (see ‘Time to Explore’ below).
• The shepherd is a character in the music, but what about real shepherds?

– Could you explore how farming has developed societies? What can be farmed where? How is farming
different now than in the past? There are some interesting clips on farming here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/
education/topics/zhx6fg8/resources/1

Music: Example Lesson Plan 5 (+ extension exercise)
The Little Shepherd - Graphic Score and Structure
Curriculum Link:
- Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory.
- Use and understand staff and other musical notations.

AIMS

- Pupils will discover how they can illustrate sound visually through drawing responsively to music.
- Pupils will be introduced to structure in music and the ‘building blocks’ of creating a piece.
- Pupils will explore how changes in pitch, tempo and texture can all be detected and influence how someone reacts to music
(here through drawing)

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will create a graphic score in response to hearing The Little Shepherd from Children’s Corner. This will then be
reviewed to gain a broad understanding of structure.

INTRODUCTION

- Show pupils an example of standard notated music. Explain that there are other ways music can be written down.

ACTIVITY

- Give each pupil a piece of A4 paper. Ask them to fold it in half lengthways and then fold twice more. The paper now has four
horizontal strips like this:

- Explain that the pupils will now hear The Little Shepherd played in four sections. Play the recording included in the main
Claude Debussy resource pack as follows:
YouTube track: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsUAYyLh86E
0:00–0:37 1st Section 0:38–0:59 2nd Section 1:00–1:27 3rd Section 1:28–END 4th Section
- Ask the pupils to choose a coloured pencil and place it on the paper as the first section begins. They are to draw a line
across the first strip of paper and react to how the music sounds to them. They are free to draw the line as they choose so
long as it reflects what the music sounds like at any given point.
- Repeat the step above for the remaining sections.

- Ask pupils to swap pieces of paper with the person sitting next to them – what do they think? Do they look very different or
are there similarities?

CONCLUSION

- Explain to pupils that they have created a graphic score. Their experience of the piece is now on paper. Highlight to pupils
that everyone’s graphic score will be different as everyone experiences music differently – this is why people have different
musical tastes and enjoy listening to different types of music.
- Ask pupils to swap back their papers so they have their own. Revisit the recording of The Little Shepherd and listen to the
whole piece. Ask the pupils if they can follow the music with their finger on their piece of paper, reminding themselves of
when the music changed and why their line changed as a result.
- As an extension of the work you could get groups to ‘interpret’ the graphic score using classroom instruments. How do they
change those shapes into sounds again? How is it different to the original piece by Debussy?

RESOURCES
-

Recording of The Little Shepherd from Children’s Corner (link included above)
Speakers
A4 piece of paper for each pupil
Coloured pencils
Classroom instruments if the following extension is used

Time to Explore
The Little Shepherd - Instruments and sound-waves
Any sound, whatever it is, is a vibration. In an orchestra the musicians make their vibrations in a variety of different ways.
The string instruments make their sound by pulling a bow across, or plucking a string. The string is stretched over a
wooden box that causes the sound to be amplified (made louder).
The clarinets, bassoon and oboes make their sound by making a reed vibrate. The clarinet has one reed, the oboe
and bassoon have two that vibrate against each other.
The flute is slightly different. A flautist has to blow over the top of a hole at the end of the instrument and this
creates a vibrating column of air. It works in the same way as blowing over a bottle.
The brass section is unique as the brass musicians are the only ones in an orchestra who produce their vibrations
using their own bodies. They do this by buzzing their lips together, like blowing a raspberry. Brass players can make
their lips vibrate as slowly as 22 times per second, to over 1000! That’s faster than a humming bird can flap its wings.
The percussion section hit things. Their vibrations are caused by striking an object with a stick or beater.
In your class you could experiment with these different types of vibrations.
For the woodwind, you can use a drinking straw to make a double reed like the oboes and bassoons have. Chew the
end flat then, holding it between your lips, blow through the chewed end. With practice it should make a sound like
a seagull. Experiment by trimming the straw shorter and shorter. Will the pitch go higher or lower as it gets shorter?
You could use a bottle to recreate the vibrations of a flute. If you have several bottles, fill them to different levels and
see if you can play a tune by blowing over them. Which will be higher in pitch, a full bottle or an empty one?
For the strings, pull an elastic band over a shoe box. It should make a good sound if you pluck it with your finger. Use
four different lengths of elastic band to get different pitches.
For the brass, you’ll just have to blow raspberries at each other! Blow faster air and see what happens to the pitch of
the raspberry.
Percussion instruments can be anything that you can strike. See what sound you can create with objects around
the classroom. If you hit a radiator with different objects, you’ll get different sounds. Desk tops, chairs, lunch boxes,
pencils, even fidget spinners can be used to make percussive sounds.
Could you use any these sounds to create a piece of music?

PIECE NO. 6 - Cakewalk
The Cakewalk was a first for Debussy, composing in a style showing the influence of jazz. It is also a lively dance form
which originated pre-Civil War in the southern states of America. It was originally performed by slaves on plantation
grounds.
Ideas for creative lessons based on Cakewalk:
• The cakewalk as it appears in Debussy’s piece resembles the form ‘ragtime’ – used by Scott Joplin and others:

– Here’s a clip of Scott Joplin’s composition The Entertainer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCToGv-lO7c
– Play Cakewalk and The Entertainer in succession – can pupils clap along? How does the music make them feel?
• Dance is a form of expression:

– As a dance, the cakewalk has a lot of history
– Explore the history of slavery and its impact on the world
– Investigate dance as art: why do we do it? Experiment practically, moving your body to express different
emotions. Look at different types of dance up to the present day e.g. waltz, flamenco, hip- hop...
– More information about the history of the cakewalk dance can be found here: https://www.npr.org/sections/
codeswitch/2013/12/23/256566647/the-extraordinary-story-of-why-a-cakewalk-wasnt-always-easy

Music: Example Lesson Plan 6
Cakewalk - Rhythmic Performance and Ensemble
Curriculum Link:
- Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression.

AIMS

- Pupils will learn the basic rhythms from Cakewalk and be able to replicate on cue.
- Pupils will react and perform as a large ensemble using clapping and body percussion.
- Pupils will recognise rhythms by notation and be able to execute on cue.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

- Pupils will collaborate as a class using the rhythmic building blocks of Debussy’s Cakewalk to produce a class performance.

INTRODUCTION

- Establish a tempo by clapping before taking the register with the class. Ask pupils to respond in time with the tempo which
is maintained by the class during the register, helping the class to adjust to hearing a beat and keeping in time.
- Play Debussy’s Cakewalk and ask the class if they can hear a beat. At a point during the piece ask them to clap along with
the beat for a short time.
- Ask the pupils what they think this music is for? Does it have a purpose? How does it make them feel? How would they
move to it?

ACTIVITY

- Split the class into two parts. Ask one group (Group A) to clap continuous quavers as follows:

- You could use the words coffee coffee coffee coffee to help secure the rhythm.

- Address the other half of the class (Group B) and ask them to clap the following rhythm, which is the main melody we hear
in Cakewalk. Again, use words if it helps: waffles and bacon

- N.B. To fulfil the lesson plan aim, you will need to show the written out rhythms (see above) as flash cards to the group when
first teaching, therefore establishing a visual link of the notation with the rhythm. These flash cards can then be used in
further steps when it comes to performance and cueing different rhythms.
- Ask Group A to begin their quavers and maintain them. When this is steady, ask Group B to put their rhythm over the top.
If this is difficult to start with ask Group A to clap their quavers quietly until both rhythms are established.
- Experiment with changing volume by conducting both groups with appropriate hand gestures/body language (raising and
lowering of hands, moving forwards and retreating physically).
- Continue to experiment, expanding the parameters as appropriate to class ability. You could use some of the following
suggestions:
- Ask the groups to swap rhythms, be able to swap on cue when conducted
- Include gestures to instruct group to switch to body percussion e/g: move from clapping with their hands to on their
knees or using their feet
- Invite a student volunteer to conduct the group and cue the rhythms using the established parameters

CONCLUSION

- Direct a performance incorporating all of the parameters, emphasising good rhythm and pulse.
- Invite a neighbouring class or staff member to hear a performance.

RESOURCES

- Recording of Debussy’s Cakewalk
- Flashcards of rhythms to encourage pupils to associate rhythms with notation
- A large space

DEBUSSY & ART
Art went through several different phases during Debussy’s lifetime. Impressionism is the phase most strongly linked
with Debussy’s music:
• Impressionism - Monet, Renoir, Manet, Cézanne
– The Impressionist painters focused on the sensory experience of a scene and moved away from the fine line
and detail of paintings before them. They didn’t aim to ‘capture’ a scene rather give a fleeting glance of the
moment. The style is very recognisable – look for looser brushstrokes, individual flecks of paint and pure, light
colours!
– Here are some examples of impressionist paintings: https://courtauld.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/port/
ol/P-1934-SC-234-tif-15319.jpg
https://www.monet-water-lilies.org/images/4center/Monet-Water-Lilies.jpg
Although Debussy didn’t like being labelled an Impressionist composer, there are lots of similarities between the
goals of Impressionist painters with their art and Debussy with his music. A listener can often get a snapshot of a
scene through listening to Debussy’s works.
– Listen to the following clip of Debussy’s Reflets dans l’eau: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXVFJf_Oxkw
– The pictures included in the video are paintings by Monet. These can be shown to connect the work of
Impressionist painters (like Monet) with composers associated with Impressionism (like Debussy).

The other art movements from Debussy’s lifetime are as follow:
• Post-Impressionism - Cézanne, Sauret, van Gogh, Gauguin
– The art of Post-Impressionist painters was heavily connected to their emotions. Many rejected the way artists
before them had worked. They didn’t want to depict the observed world through their art. Instead they looked
to their memories and feelings to connect with their audience.
– Follow these links to some example of Post-Impressionist art: http://www.identifythisart.com/gallery/postimpressionism/the-road-menders-by-vincent-van-gogh.jpg
– https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/12/Paul_Gauguin_085.jpg
• Expressionism - Munch, Kirchner, Beckmann
– This stage in Art history was more concentrated in Germany. Expressionist painters aimed to capture an
emotional experience and feelings of ‘being alive’.
– Follow these links to some examples of Expressionist art: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Scream#/
media/File:The_Scream.jpg
– http://germanexpressionism.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Max-Pechstein-German-Expressionist.jpg

THE EMERGENCE OF JAZZ
Jazz was an exciting musical genre emerging in Debussy’s time. The music of Africa was brought over to America
through the Slave Trade. The popular marching band music of America collided with this new musical influence and
jazz as a style began to appear, originally in New Orleans.
Jazz musicians took these band marches and introduced syncopation (playing notes off the beat), started ‘bending’
notes, and added sections of free improvisation.
Suggested topics to explore:
• Big Band
• Improvisation
• Story of Jazz Musicians
• Instruments used in Jazz
Example:
• Big Band – here is a clip of a big band: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odsrdxGycR4
• Can the class identify any instruments? How would they describe this music? Can they hear a pulse and
clap along? Do they like this music or not? Why?
How does Debussy fit in?
Although a composer of ‘classical’ music, Debussy’s music bears resemblance to jazz and shows its influence at times.
Cakewalk is one of the more obvious examples and can be easily compared to the piano rags of Joplin and others.
Elsewhere, his use of lush, unpredictable harmony, using chords for colour rather than structure and distorted sense
of pulse, can all be compared to characteristics of jazz.

INFLUENCE OF THE FAR EAST
In 1889, Paris hosted the World Exposition, a huge fair lasting six months, designed to showcase the achievements
of nations from all over the world. The Paris world fair took up nearly one square kilometre and the grand entrance
was the newly-built Eiffel Tower.
Could you imagine Paris without it today? The Eiffel Tower was meant to be a temporary structure so the skyline of
modern day Paris could have looked very different!
It was here that Debussy first heard Javanese Gamelan music. Gamelan is a traditional form of music-making that
uses many percussion instruments. Gamelan is a whole topic on its own; you can find out more, along with lesson
plans for class gamelan here:
http://www.mtrs.co.uk/subscriptions/Downloads/gamelan/gamelan.pdf
Debussy had been exposed to a new exotic sound world not familiar to him. We can now hear the influence
of Gamelan and other sounds of the Far East across his music. Follow the link to hear Debussy’s Pagodes from
Estampes. Enjoy the sound world Debussy creates: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13F0MqdHjbI

Longer Term Project Ideas
THE SILK ROAD PROJECT
Debussy’s attraction to influence from the Far East was very important for some major compositions. How did it find
its way to France? Stretching from the Roman Empire through the deserts, steppes and mountains of central Asia
and India to China, the Silk Road can provide a foundation on which to base work in KS2/3 History and Geography.
Study the different geographical regions beginning in Europe and moving into Asia. These include deserts
(Taklimakan, Gobi), mountains (Himalaya, Karakourum, Kunkun) and plateaus (Tibetan, Mongolian). Weather
systems, rivers and wildlife could also be studied here. An interesting summary of the different geographical regions
making up The Silk Road can be found here: https://asiasociety.org/geographical-setting-silk-roads
The Silk Road was a vital trading route for many groups of people. Tribes made their livelihoods from the channel it
provided. Language, culture, art, news and indeed people were exchanged along these routes as well as good. The
histories of these people and their connections to the Silk Road give lots of opportunity to engage in their stories in
depth.

THE ART OF KATSUSHIKA HOKUSAI & INFLUENCE
Some consider Katsushika Hokusai to be the father of Impressionism – without his art, the movement may not have
happened. During his lifetime (he died in 1849) Japan still adhered to sadoku – a policy of total isolation meaning no
one could arrive or depart from Japan! After this policy was lifted, his art was slowly made known to foreigners and
inspired many artists in their own ventures.
Engage pupils in the observation of Japanese art and its differences to European art. Look at the attraction of
Japanese gardens, nature and spirituality to the artists. Opportunity to focus on Monet, who acquired around 250
Japanese prints to display all around his house in Giverny, and even had his garden landscaped directly from a
Japanese print. Here are links to two pictures featuring Japanese gardens – one painted by Monet and another of a
real Japanese garden:
• http://paintingandframe.com/uploadpic/claude_monet/big/1-the_waterlily_pond_with_the_japanese_

bridge.jpg
• https://0i0i0.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/japanese-flower-garden.jpg

‘Ukiyo-e’ was a technique used by Hokusai and others which pioneered the idea of creating prints using
woodblocks. As well as subject matters, this technique also influenced many artists when it appeared in European
exhibitions on Japanese Art.

‘The Great Wave’ of Hokusai was used as the title page of Debussy’s La Mer and is an example of ‘Ukiyo-e’:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/images/hokusai_highlight_kanagawa_1000.jpg
Here is an opportunity to discover the work of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec in more detail. His iconic style of postermaking now forms part of the Parisian identity. More on Toulouse-Lautrec and examples of his work can be found
here: https://mymodernmet.com/toulous-lautrec-posters/
Focus could be on how to make a print and execute effectively and/or how an artist can create their own distinct
style by learning from others who came before them.

MORE MUSIC
This pack has mainly focused on Debussy’s solo piano work, Children’s Corner. Here’s a selection of more of
Debussy’s music. Click on the links below for a sample!
La Mer (Orchestra) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgSNgzA37To
• Enjoy the ‘snapshots’ Debussy gives of the sea and its movement.
La boîte à joujoux (The Toybox) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kpelHTm8bU
• A ballet for children – can you spot the reference to Cakewalk? Or hear the toy soldier and the pretty doll? Have a
listen to the celebrations in the fourth section ‘Après fortune faite’ (After the fortune is made).
Nuages (from ‘Nocturnes’)
• Clouds – can you see the landscape Debussy is describing? Does it look like these Whistler’s painting Debussy
used for inspiration?
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b1/Whistler-Nocturne_in_black_and_gold.jpg
http://assets2.classicfm.com/2012/34/nocturnes-1345564279-view-1.jpg
Nuit des étoiles (Song)
• What is Debussy is writing about here? What’s happening in the song?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bCdfejC1O8
Here is a translation of the French lyrics: http://www.lieder.net/lieder/get_text.html?TextId=2147
Violin Sonata in G minor (1st Movement)
• Debussy’s final composition – enjoy how the violinist and pianist move together to communicate the different
colours in the music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xT1LWcXlzKY translation
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